Announcement of Promotions Made On The Tech Staff

"The Tech's Managing Board has announced promotions for next term. The new positions have been assigned because of meritorious service and excellent work.


The following were elected to new positions on the Junior Board: Richard Bakal, 2-47; John A. O'Donnell, 2-47; Carlaton B. Hols, 2-47; Personality Manager; Claude C. Brenner, 2-47; Features Editor; Robert Hanpeter, 2-47; Sports Editor; Gordon O. F. Johnson, 2-47; Desk Editor; Malcolm Reed, 2-47; Assignments Editor; Leonard J. Stutman, 2-47; Exchange Editor.

The new Staff Assistants are Donald S. Selberg, 2-47, and Lewis Kreek, 2-47, while two novices Gilbert S. Parker, 10-47, and Bernard H. Geyer, Jr., 10-47, have been appointed reporters.